Given a word rewriting system with variables R and a word with variables w, the question we are interested in is whether all the instances of w obtained by substituting its variables by non-empty words are reducible by R. This property is known as ground reducibility and is the core of the inductive completion methods that have been designed for proving theorems in the initial model of equational specifications. We prove the problem to be generally undecidable even for a very simple word w, namely axa where a is a letter and x a variable. When R is left-hnear, the question is decidable for arbitrary (linear or non-linear) w.
Introduction
Pattern matching is a fundamental tool in ma.ny areas of artificial intelligence. While ordinary string matching has been extensively studied and very efficient algorithms are known [1] , not so much attention has been payed to the problem of strings matching against patterns with variable symbols. The paper by D.Angluin [2] was probably the first systematic study of the languages of words that are matched by a set of patterns with variables. That paper was focused on the "generalization problem", that is on finding a pattern that matches all strings from a given sample. In this paper we address the following problem: given a set of patterns 7:' and another pattern w, is every string matched by w also matched by some pattern from "P? Note that "pattern matching" here is to be understood in the extended sense: a pattern w matches a word v iff v has a subword which is an instance of w.
This work is originally motivated by word rewriting systems with variables (WRSV).
A WRSV 7~ is a collection of rewrite rules w --v where w, v are words over a finite alphabet A and a variable alphabet X. From the viewpoint of general rewriting systems theory [5] WRSV are rewriting systems over a signature consisting of a single binary associative function (concatenation) and finitely many constant symbols (letters). If the rules of ~ do not contain variables, we obtain word rewritin 9 system (string rewriting system, semi-Thue systems) that have been investigated for a tong time [4] . In particular, it is well known that these systems are computationally universal.
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The difficul.ty in applying to WRSVs the methods developed in the term rewriting system theory such as the KnuthBendix completion algorithm lies in particular in the complexity of the unification problem for words with variables. Though this famous problem has been shown decidable by Makanin in 1978 [13] the decision algorithm is rather involved.
Applying a rewriting rule to a string consists firstly of finding a substring that is matched by the left-hand side of the rule. Thus, by studying matching of patterns with variables we gain a better understanding of the reductive power of a WRSV, that is the properties of the set of strings reducible by a given system. More precisely, if 7~ is a WRSV over an alphabet A, we are interested in the properties of the set Red(7~) of words in A* reducible by T~. As far as we are only concerned with the reducibility of words with respect to a given WRSV, we can simply exclude right-hand sides from consideration. The questions we ask about Red(T~) are the following:
• For a given word with variables w, are all the instances of w reducible by 7~?
• Is Red(T~) co-finite, i.e. is the set of irreducible words finite?
• If not, is this set a regular language?
The three questions have been proved decidable recently for ordinary term rewriting systems. The first one is the wellknown ground reducibility problem that was shown to be decidable in [16, 11] . Ground reducibility is a key property for proving theorems with inductive completion methods [9] . The second problem was proved decidable for ordinary term rewriting systems in [11, 12] . Finally, for the last question the decidability was shown in [12, 7, 18] .
However, in the presence of associative functions these problems turned out to be more complex. A ground reducibility problem was shown in [10] to be undecidable for the signature containing among other functions an associative function. This result, however, cannot be generalized to WRSVs, as the auxiliary non-associative functions are essential in the proof. The second question is also very difficult. We just mention that in [3] the decidability of this problem is cited open for a very restricted case: 7~ consists of a single rule whose left-hand side does not contain constants.
In this paper we prove this question to be generally undecidable: It remains undecidable even for a very simple word w = axa where a is a letter and x a variable. We show that all the questions above are decidable if 7~ is linear, i.e. when every pattern of 7~ doesnot contain multiple occurences of a variable. Note that foe a linear R, the ground reducibility problem will be shown decidable for arbitrary (linear or non-linear) u'. 
Linear Case
In this section we show using regular languages techniques th£t if a WRSV 7~ only contains linear patterns, the ground reducibility problem w.r.t. 7~ is decidable for any word w with variables.
A first easy observation is that for a linear ~, Red(R) is a regular language. Assume that v = U02~lUlZ2...XnUn~
Where ui ~ A*, 0 < i < n and z, E X, 1 < i < Of course, since NF(T~) = A + \ Red(7~), the set of norma't forms is regular too. In particular, we immediately obtain 1Having in mind term rewriting system appficati:~.,% we do not allow a variable to be substituted by the empty srz.ng. This assumption is technical and does not affect the soundness of the results.
Proposition 2 For a linear WRSV'E, it is decidable if the set of normal forms NF(7~) is finite.
Proof: It is well known that for regular languages finiteness is a decidable property. 1:3
Before turning to the ground reducibility problem we point out another interesting property that is easily decidable for linear WRSVs. We say that WRSVs ~1 and 7~2 are equivalent if Red(7~l) = Red(R~). Obviously, for linear WRSVs equivalence is decidable too. An interesting question is whether for a given WRSV ~ there exists an equivalent ground WRSV G?
Proposition 3 For a linear WRSV 7~, it is decidable if there exists a finite set of words G such that Red(7~) = Red(G).
Proofi First we note that words from g should be themselves reducible by 7~. Moreover, 6 can always be chosen such that for each w E G, w E Inst(7~) but no proper subword of w belongs to Inst(7~). It is easy to see that the converse holds: a finite ~ exists if the set of w as above is finite. Since Inst(R), NF(7~) arc regular, the set of words w with this property is described by the regular expression
Inst(T~)NA. NF(7~)NNF(T~).
A where, denotes concatenation. Thus, a finite G equivalent to "/~ exists iff the language defined by this expression is finite, which is decidable. O Now we prove that for linear WRSVs the ground reducibility problem remains decidable for an arbitrary (non-linear) word with variables w to be tested. We need a notation to identify positions in o'(w). Assume that w = u0zlulz2.., z,~u~ (where variables zi may be equal). If pi is the position of xl then by p7 we denote the position in o'(w) which corresponds to the beginning of the substring corresponding to zl. Formally, we define recurrently p~ = pl, and P~+a = P~ + [~r(zl)l + lu,[ for 2 < i < n.
Lemma 1 Given a linear WRSV 7~ and an arbitrary word with variables w, it is decidable i] w is ground reducible w.r.t. T~.
Proof; The idea of the proof is somewhat similar to that for ordinary term rewriting systems [11, 12] . We show that a constant C(7~, w) can be computed such that if w is not ground reducible w.r.t. 7~, then there exists a 7~-irreducible instance or(w), and [a(x)[ < C(7~, w) for each variable x in w. Below we prove that if for some variable x in w, Io-(z)l exceeds the bound, then we can always modify a-(z) by reducing its length and preserving the irreducibility of cr(w).
Recall that NF(T~) is a regular language and assume that an automaton ..d recognizing NF(R) has K states denoted ql ..... q~c. To each position p in a word u E NF(7~) the automaton associates a state A(u,p) = qi for some i, 1 < i < K. We will use the usual pumping lemma trick: if pl,p2 are positions in u, pl < p2 and A(u, pl) = A(u,p2), then u[pl --p2] belongs also to the same language and thus is not 7~-reducible.
We show now that C(~,w) can be set to be K ~ where n is the maximal number of occurences of a variable in w. An interesting issue we are cul'~ently investigating is the complexity of the ground reducibility problem w.r.t, to a linear WRSV. We conjecture that in the case of non-linear subject pattern w the problem is co-NP-complete.
4
General Case
In this section we prove the main result: we show that the ground reducibility "problem for WRSVs is generally undecidable. In our proof we will use the formalism of Minslky machines that is defined as follows. A machine A4 is operated by a program ~ which is a finite list of instructions. The instructions are supposed to be labeled by natural numbers from 1 to some L. The machine operates on two counters S~, $2 each containing a nonnegative integer. An instruction l is of one of the following three forms that have a transparent semantics (here j E {I, 2} and l, I', I" e {I .... , L} ):
(ii) l: IF Sj #0 THENSa :=S~-1; GOT01' ELSE GOTO I";
Without loss of generality we will assume that in every program P there is only one instruction of type (iii) which is the last one, i.e. its label is equal to the total number of instructions in the program. The machine starts with executing instruction 1 and works until the command STOP is encountered. Note that the execution process is deterministic and has no failure situations. Thus, the execution of a program either ends up with the STOP command or lasts forever. It is known [15] that every partial recursive function on natural numbers can be computed by such a machine in the following sense:
Theorem i (Minsky [15] We will use theorem 1 in the proof of our main theorem below. From now on we will always consider programs "P that correspond to some partial recursive function in the sense of theorem 1 and we will assume that if, started with counter values $1 = 2 d, $2 = 0, the machine halts, then the t~nal value of 52 is 0. Theorem 1 implies that it is not generally decidable if for a given d, a program T' terminates on the initial counter values S~ = 2 a, $2 = O.
Our goal is to prove the following main theorem. Let us now give the idea of the proof. Let w be the word ~u~ where u is a variable and let er(w) be an instance of w. We construct a set 7~ of patterns that depend on the program 7 ~ and on d > 0 such that if a pattern v applies to (=matches a subword of) a(w), then a(w) is not a correct encoding of a (finite) execution of P on $1 = 2 a, S~ = 0. Moreover, we prove that every instance q(w) that does not represent a correct finite execution is reducible by some of the patterns. Thus, the system 7~ will be collstructed so that a(w) is irreducible w.r.t. ~ if and only if cr(w) is the encoding of the finite execution of 7:' on 51 = 2 a, 52 = 0 for some d > 0. Hence, the set of irreducible instan.ces of w is non-empty iff this set consists of a single instance that represents the finite execution of "P. Since it is not decidable if the execution of ~o on Sx = 2 a, $2 = 0 is finite or not, we conclude that ground reducibility is not a decidable property.
Theorem 2 It is undecidable if a linear term is ground reducible by a given WRSV 7~.

Proof:
The patterns of 7Z given below can be divided into two categories. The first one (groups 1-5) contains patterns without variables. These patterns apply to the instances of w that are not meaningful for purely-"syntactical" reasons, i.e. that do not follow the syntactical conventions above for representing a run of the Minsky machine. The second category (groups 6-7) contains patterns with variables. Typically, these patterns are designed to apply to a wrong computation step, i.e. a pair of consecutive configurations #an+1 ,z bm+l #an~+l ,h bm~+l# where the second one does not encode correctly the result of executing command 1 with $1 = n, 52 = m. Because of the presence of variables, the difficulty here is that the patterns are potentially applicable to other strings, not necessarily restricted to two consecutive configurations. However, we show that in this case the matched string still cannot be the encoding of a correct ex-• ecution because of the following two observations:
• If a string contains some'configuration #a n+l *t b m+l ~# in duplicate, then it cannot represent a finite execution of a program. (Recall that the machine works deterministically and a double occurrence of a configuration in the execution implies that the program does not halt.)
• If a string contains a substring #a "+a ,t b,,+l#anX+a ,,~ b"~'+l# whe:e In -nil or [m-ml[ is greater than 1, then the string cannot represent a finite execution of a program. (Recall that a. command can modify a counter by at most 1).
The rest of the proof is devoted to the construction of the patterns of ~. The patterns will be grouped according to the type of"error" that they are meant to cover in the encoding. Each group introduces new patterns and restricts further the set of irreducible inst=nces of w. In the following, x, y, z are, variables. (7) can be followed and preceded only by #.
2. Rules for syntactical structure:
• a (10)
• # (11) ba (12) 
b • (13)
# * (14) #b ( 
for every l<i< L-1
Conversely, the following pattern appfies whenever a final configuration is not followed by ~.
*Lb#a
The syntactical form of the instances of w irreducible by rules ]-25 is summarized in the foUowing lemma:
Lemma 6. Rules for instructions of type (i). The rules of this group are introduced for each instruction ef type (i) in P.
Assume that l is an instruction of type i~: that applies to S1. If a string encodes a correct execution and contains a configuration #a ~+1 .l bm+a # for some n, m _> 0, then it must be followed by the configuration #an+2 .l' bin+l#. The patterns below are built to be applicable every time when it is not the case In other words, a pattern must be applicable to every substring
where either 11 # l' or nl # n + ! or ml # zr~
Here we face the main difficulty caused by the restriction that the introduced patterns should not apply to any piece of the correct executioJ~. The problem is that if a pattern contains a variable, it can m~tch a large part of the subject string and co,r~.r more than two consecutive configurations. The problem is solved by using systematically non-linear variab!es.
The rules below are schematized ,...sing metavariables X, Y, Z where X ranges over {e, a, an: aaa, ~aax, xaama} and Y,Z range over {~,b, bb, bbb. ybby, ybbyb}. Recall that e denotes the empty string.
• handling 11 # l' l a* bY#Xa *ll b
Here Ix ranges over {1 ...... * handling n~ # n + 1:
-case nl <n:
. handling mx ¢ m:
We summarize the effect of the rules of group 6 by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3 Assume that u is a variable, w is ~u~ and let o'(w) be an instance of w irreducible by rules 1-~5. If one off patterns ~6-30 applies to a(w), then either a(w) does not encode a correct (finite) execution of the Minsky machine or x matches a word of a +, y matches a word off b +, and z matches a word orb +.
Proof: We use the fact that in rules 26-30 each variable occurs at a position adjacent to #.
Consider for example rule 26 and let X be substituted by xaax or xaaxa. In either case the pattern conta.ins the substring #xaaz. Let ~r be the matching substitution. By rules 1-25, ~r(z) starts with a and ends with either a or #.
If a(x) contains at leazt ~wo #, then it must comprise an entire configuration. Since x occurs twice in the pattern, then this configuration must also occur twice in ~r(w). If or(z) contains exactly one #, then a(z) = a ~ *q b~#a ~, where p,q,r > 1, s > 0. Then the string matched by ~xaax is ~a p ,q br~ s+2+p ,q b~a ". This string cannot encode an execution step, as counter S~ is increased by at least 2 which is not possible. Therefore o'(x) contains no ~ and is then composed only of a.
By symmetry, the same reazoning applies to metavariable Y in 26. Moreover, this applies to each variable occurring in a rule, since in every rule each variable has an occurrence adjacent to #. Proof:
(a) By lemma 3, we have to prove the lemma provided that x,y,z are substituted by strings of a + , b +, b + respectively. Since each of the patterns 26-30 contains the substring a ,~ b, it can apply only to a substring that correponds to an execution of'command 1, that is to a substring #a "+1 *~ b'~+l#a "~+1 *~' b'~+l# for some n, m, hi, ml ~ 0, ll E {0 .... , L}. It is easy to see that in this case either 11 ~ l' (if rule 26 applies) or nl -~ n + 1 (if rules 27, 28 apply) or rnl ~ rn (if rules 29, 30 apply). Thus, the matched string cannot be a substring of the encoding of a correct execution.
(b) This is proved by simple case analysis on rules 26-30.
7.
O If'a command l of type (i) applies to counter $2, the rules are constructed in the same fashion and their correctness can be proved by similar arguments.
Rules for instructions of type (ii). The rules of this group are introduced for each instruction of type (ii) in P.
Assume that I is an instruction of type (ii) that apphes to 51. The strings encoding the correct execution are:
...~ar~+l ,z brn~a ~ ,l' bm~...
for n > 1, and ...~a,t bm ~a ,t" brn ~...
otherwise. It is clear that the rules can be built using the same technique as in the previous case. Note that the second string is simpler to treat since the number of a is fixed.
We summarize the construction of the rules above in the following lemma.
Lemma5
Assume that w issue, d> 1 and T~ is the set of patterns introduced in l-7. For a substitution ~r, ¢(w) is reducible w.r.t. "l~ iff a(w) is not the encoding of a finite execution of P on $1 = 2 d, $2 = O.
Since it is not decidable if the program P terminates on 5z = 2 d and $2 = 0, the existence of an irreducible instance of w is not decidable either. This completes the proof of theorem 2. O It is important to note that most of the technicalities of the proof could be avoided if we allowed a more complex word w. In fact, adding into w another linear variable would make the undecidabihty proof much simpler. However, we found it interesting to construct a proof for a pattern w the simplest possible. Note that the problem is trivially decidable for w = au (symmetrically, for w --ua) where a E A, u E X, by the following observation: w is ground reducible iff for every letter b ~ A, the word ab is reducible.
5
Related Works
In this paper we have studied the ground reducibility problem for word rewriting systems with variables and, in particular, proved this problem undecidable in the general case. From a logical point of view, the ground reducibility problem is expressed by a formula in the positive first-order V3-theory of free semigroups, Indeed, assume that we have an alphabet A, and let ~ be the variables of w E (A tJ X) + and ~ be the variables occurring in a rewriting system ~ = {va ..... vn}. The ground reducibility of w w.r.t. ~ is equivalent to the validity of the following formula in the free semigroup generated by A: iml The number of universal quantifiers is equal here to the number of variables in w and the number of existential quantitiers is two more than the maximal number of variables in the rules of 7~. In particular, the formula corresponding to the proof of theorem 2 contains one universal and five existential quantifiers. In [14] it was proved that the positive first-order V3-theory of free semigroups is in general undecidable. Since we consider a very special form of positive V3-formulae (which, among other restrictions, do not contain conjunction), our result can be regarded as a reinforcement of that of [14] for this particular fragment of the general positive V3-theory of free semigroups. The undecidable theory constructed in [14] has a single universal and four existential quantifiers. An extra existential quantifier that we have in our proof may be viewed as a price for restricting the theory.
A result by Treinen [17] (theorem 8) about the undecidability of the BY-fragment of a ground term algebra modulo associativity has to be mentioned. Treinen considers a term algebra over a signature of one constant and two binary functions of which one is associative, and 3Y-formulae with negations. However, the author seems to have been unaware of the result by Maxchenko mentioned above. The latter is clearly a stronger statement as it does not use any additional nonconstant function symbols. We also note that the positive first-order 3V-theory of free semigroups is decidable [6] .
As it was noted in the introduction, our theorem 2 refines a result from [10] (theorem 8.2) about the undecidability of ground reducibility in the presence of an associative function. The construction used in the proof in [10] is applicable for both associative and associative-commutative case and uses essentially auxiliary non-constant functions. Our encoding is finer since we have managed to do it without any nonconstant functions but a single associative binary function (concatenation). However, with the presented technique we have not been able to cope with commutativity.
We became aware recently that a result closely related to our theorem 2 has been obtained in [8] . The main difference is that in [8] matching is understood in the usual sense: a pattern matches a string if the latter is an instance of the former. It was shown in [8] that a single pattern is sufficient in this case to obtain undecidability.
